iMobie Launches AnyTrans 5 – The
Ultimate iPhone Manager with Blazing
Flash-Sync Speed And Redesigned
Interface
LOS ANGELES, Calif., Sept. 5, 2016 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — iMobie Inc., the
leading provider of iOS utility software, today released the most advanced
all-in-one iPhone manager AnyTrans 5, offering easy yet comprehensive tools
to craft the best iPhone, iPad and iPod touch experience.

Redesigned with a minimalistic interface, the program creates a beautiful
environment to further liven up its world-class organizing features. Beyond
that, the update also dramatically enhances the data transfer speed,
resulting in migrating hundreds of pictures and songs in only seconds.
Additionally as the new iPhone 7 arrives, AnyTrans 5 also helps new-iPhone
users to migrate their entire collections from old iPhone into their new one.
“AnyTrans is developed for the most essential things you use with iPhone for
everyday: music, pictures, media library, data transfer and so much more,”
said Frank Kong, CEO of iMobie. “Now we have further revamped AnyTrans 5 not
only to perform the fastest sync speed far ahead of market, but also refine
the interface and improve the performance in lots of aspects, which overall
amounts to the most efficient and beautiful iPhone-manager.”

Blazing Flash-Sync:
Upgraded with Flash-Sync, the cutting-edge technology applied for iPhone
transfer, AnyTrans 5 now compresses the time required to export files
significantly down to 1/5 of the last version. Now it needs only 24 seconds
to transfer 10 complete music albums and 3.4 seconds with 100 images, which
leaps past most rivals.
Download AnyTrans 5 directly from:
https://www.imobie.com/anytrans/download.htm
Fresh Modern Interface:
With a simple yet lively design, AnyTrans 5 wraps up its heavy-weight
organizing features in a light interface. With lively bubble buttons, it’s
easier and more intuitive than ever for users to transfer their playlists,
sort photos, back-up data and manage all-important information. Besides, the
added refreshing cut scenes also help cheer user’s mind when they’re waiting
for a transfer process to complete, or dealing with myriads of iPhone data.
Connect All Devices and Files Resources:
AnyTrans not only builds a super-fast bridge across all users’ devices
including iPhone, iPad, iPod touch and computer. It also streamlines access
to all files hidden beneath iTunes library, iTunes backup, iCloud and deep
iOS. Therefore users can export, transfer and organize their iPhone content
conveniently all in one place without any limit.
Pricing and Availability:
Users can download AnyTrans 5 for both Mac and Windows from:
https://www.imobie.com/anytrans/download.htm
iMobie is currently offering promotion on AnyTrans 5 that will last until
September 12: Personal license is discounted at half-price while Family
License $20 off. Learn more: https://www.imobie.com/anytrans/
Notes to Editors:
To facilitate your review and writing, iMobie has prepared a comprehensive
media page with detailed introduction of AnyTrans 5 and hi-def graphics you
may need: https://www.imobie.com/anytrans/resource.htm.
About iMobie Inc.:
iMobie Inc. was established in 2011, and located in Tianfu Software Park
(China), a place gathering a great many talented software engineers. More
information: https://www.imobie.com/.
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